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ABSTRACT 

Background: Observational studies have shown that attentional bias for smoking-related 

cues is associated with increased craving and relapse. Laboratory experiments have shown 

that manipulating attentional bias may change craving. Interventions to reduce attentional 

bias could reduce relapse in smokers seeking to quit. We report a clinical trial of attentional 

retraining in treatment-seeking smokers.   Methods: This was a double-blind randomised 

controlled trial that took place in UK smoking cessation clinics. Smokers interested in 

quitting were randomised to five weekly sessions of attentional retraining (N=60) or placebo 

training (N=58) using a modified visual probe task from one week prior to quit day. Both 

groups received 21 mg nicotine patches (from quit day onwards) and behavioural support. 

Primary outcomes included change in attentional bias reaction times four weeks after quit day 

on the visual probe task and craving measured weekly using the Mood and Physical 

Symptoms Scale. Secondary outcomes were changes in withdrawal symptoms, time to first 

lapse and prolonged abstinence.  Results: No attentional bias towards smoking cues was 

found in the sample at baseline (mean difference=3 ms, 95%CI=-2, 9). Post-training bias was 

not significantly lower in the retraining group compared with the placebo group (mean 

difference=-9 ms, 95%CI=-20, 2). There was no difference between groups in change in 

craving (p=0.89) and prolonged abstinence at four weeks (risk ratio=1.00, 95%CI=0.70, 

1.43). Conclusions: Taken with one other trial, there appears to be no effect from clinic-

based attentional retraining using the visual probe task. Attentional retraining conducted out 

of clinic may prove more effective.   

KEYWORDS: Attentional bias, attentional retraining, cigarette smoking, smoking cessation, 

craving. 

Clinical trial registration 

UK Clinical Trials ISRCTN 54375405. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Excessive attention towards drug-related cues is termed attentional bias (Field and 

Cox, 2008). Theoretical accounts of attentional bias suggest that drug-related cues become 

salient to users through learning initiated and maintained by repeated pairing to drug reward 

(Robinson and Berridge, 1993, 2001). Franken (2003, 2007) suggests attentional bias towards 

drug-related cues influences drug-seeking and increases craving, prompting relapse. 

Numerous studies report associations between attentional bias and craving intensity for 

several drug substances (Copersino et al., 2004; Field et al., 2005). Attentional bias has been 

associated with an increased risk of relapse in smokers (Powell et al., 2010), alcohol users 

(Cox et al., 2002) and heroin users (Marissen et al., 2006).  

 Attentional bias is commonly measured with a visual probe task (Bradley et al., 2004; 

Hogarth et al., 2003). Pairs of words or pictures – one smoking-related and one neutral – are 

briefly displayed on a computer screen before a probe appears in the location of one of the 

stimuli that participants must respond to as quickly as possible. Attentional bias is indicated 

by quicker responses to probes that replace smoking-related stimuli compared to neutral 

stimuli, indicating that the smoker was attending to the smoking-related stimuli. Other 

measures of bias include the modified Stroop task, which typically uses word stimuli but can 

use pictorial stimuli (Cox et al., 2006). Each stimulus is presented in a colour that participants 

must identify and respond to as quickly as possible. Smokers are slower to name the colour of 

smoking-related stimuli, indicating that attention is captured by smoking cues (Munafo et al., 

2003).  

 Pre-clinical studies have investigated whether attentional retraining influences 

attentional bias and craving (Attwood et al., 2008; Field and Eastwood, 2005; Field et al., 

2007, 2009a; McHugh et al., 2010; Schoenmakers et al., 2007).  In attentional retraining, the 

probe always appears in the place of either the neutral or drug-related stimuli, thus the user 
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learns to look towards one stimulus type. All these studies have taken place in a laboratory 

with a single episode of training followed by immediate reassessment of craving in heavy 

drinkers or smokers not seeking to change their behaviour. Some studies have compared 

training to attend to a drug-related stimulus with training to avoid them. Differences in 

attentional bias and craving have been reported (Attwood et al., 2008; Field and Eastwood, 

2005). These provide proof of principle that it is possible to manipulate attention and that this 

may affect craving but leave open whether it is training to attend or training to avoid that is 

having the effect. Four studies have assessed whether training to avoid a drug-related 

stimulus reduces attentional bias or craving compared with no training (Field et al., 2007, 

2009a; McHugh et al., 2010; Schoenmakers et al., 2007), which is the more clinically 

relevant comparison. One reported a significant reduction in attentional bias (Schoenmakers 

et al., 2007) but three found no significant difference (Field et al., 2007, 2009a; McHugh et 

al., 2010). No studies found that training to avoid reduced craving compared with control. 

Thus laboratory data suggest it is possible to manipulate attention and this may influence 

craving in people not looking to quit substance use but the data are not strong. 

 Clinical studies give more direct evidence that attentional bias can be reduced and that 

this may affect clinical outcomes. Randomised trials show that attentional retraining is 

effective for anxiety disorders, reducing both attentional bias and improving symptoms up to 

four months after treatment (Amir et al., 2009; Schmidt et al., 2009). One uncontrolled trial 

of attentional retraining in heavy drinkers reported positive results on consumption (Fadardi 

and Cox, 2009). Another randomised trial with alcohol-dependent patients reported that five 

training sessions on a modified visual probe task led to reduced attentional bias, earlier 

discharge from treatment and delayed time to relapse compared with controls (Schoenmakers 

et al., 2010). Here, we report a randomised trial of multiple sessions of attentional retraining 
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(versus placebo training) on attentional bias, craving, withdrawal severity, and abstinence in 

people quitting smoking.  

2. METHODS 

2.1 Design 

 This double-blind placebo controlled randomised trial took place in National Health 

Service (NHS) stop smoking clinics, a nationwide network of clinical support for smokers 

operating to standard protocols. Weekly withdrawal-orientated behavioural support was given 

immediately prior to and after quit day and 21mg 24 hour nicotine patches were provided for 

8-12 weeks. Participants received five sessions of attentional retraining or a dummy 

“placebo” training procedure. The design and methods are described in detail elsewhere 

(Begh et al., 2013). 

2.2 Recruitment 

 Participating general practices and stop smoking services wrote to their patients 

offering trial participation as a way of achieving abstinence. The trial team screened 

participants and booked them into a clinic. 

2.3 Participants 

 Eligible participants were 18 years or over, smoked at least 10 cigarettes per day and 

had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. We excluded people already on smoking cessation 

medication and who had such severe medical or psychiatric problems to make participation 

impossible. Almost all people with stable medical and psychiatric problems were included. 

Detailed inclusion/exclusion criteria are reported in Begh et al. (2013).   

2.4 Materials 

 Eighteen picture pairs of smoking-related and neutral pictures were used across 

attentional bias assessment and training tasks. These pictures have been used in previous 
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research (McClernon et al., 2007, 2008). In the assessment version of the visual probe task 

and pictorial Stroop task, 12 picture pairs were used. In both the retraining and placebo visual 

probe task, 12 picture pairs were used, consisting of six pictures that featured in the 

assessment version of the task and six pictures that did not. Four neutral picture pairs that had 

not been used in the assessment or training versions of the task were used for practice trials 

before each task. 

2.5 Study procedures 

 Figure 1 displays the timeline of the study procedures and treatment plan. The trial 

statistician produced the sequence that allocated participants 1:1 to either attentional 

retraining or placebo training, using a computer-generated simple randomisation scheme 

ordered in random permuted blocks of four. An independent programmer entered the 

sequence on to a dedicated online trial database, which was accessed by study staff in clinics. 

Participants were instructed that they would be randomly allocated to a group with or without 

training but were not informed of their resulting allocation. Participants and study staff were 

thus blinded to group allocation, as were the statisticians. 

 There were ten clinic visits. At baseline, eligibility was checked, consent given and 

demographic and smoking information collected, and a quit day set for two weeks‟ time. At 

each visit, behavioural support was provided. All participants received £15 compensation for 

participating in study procedures at each follow-up session. 

2.6 Assessments 

 At each clinic visit, cigarette consumption was assessed and exhaled carbon monoxide 

(CO) was measured. Craving and withdrawal were measured weekly with the combined nine-

item Mood and Physical Symptoms Scale-Craving (MPSS-C) and Mood and Physical 

Symptoms Scale-Mood (MPSS-M), which scored withdrawal symptoms, urge intensity and 

frequency from 1 („not at all‟) to 7 („extremely‟). Craving intensity was measured by 
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summing the scores for items on strength and frequency of urges. Craving and withdrawal 

scores are presented as means. Questionnaire assessments were completed by telephone if 

necessary. Participants carried an electronic diary for eight weeks and recorded lapses 

occurring after quit day.   

 Attentional bias was assessed using the visual probe and pictorial Stroop task at the 

baseline visit, and at four weeks, eight weeks, three months, and six months after quit day. 

The visual probe assessment comprised 192 trials presented in two blocks, with each picture 

pair presented for 500 ms. Eight practice trials with neutral picture pairs were presented 

before the first assessment block. Presentation of the picture pairs and probes were 

counterbalanced, i.e., each permutation of picture pair and probe type was presented within 

each block. Thus, each type of probe appeared in the location of the smoking-related and 

neutral picture with equal frequency. Each block of trials were presented in a new random 

order for each participant, using EPrime version 2 (Psychology Software Tools Inc., 

Pittsburgh PA). The assessment took 16 minutes. 

 An index of attentional bias was calculated by subtracting the median reaction times 

(RTs) for smoking-related pictures from the median RTs for neutral pictures. Positive scores 

reflected an attentional bias towards smoking cues. We discarded incorrect responses and 

those that timed out after 2000 ms. These scoring procedures are consistent with previous 

studies (Attwood et al., 2008;  Field and Eastwood, 2005; Field et al., 2007, 2009a; McHugh 

et al., 2010; Schoenmakers et al., 2007, 2010). 

 The pictorial Stroop task provided an additional measure of cognitive bias to assess 

the generalisation of training. As in the visual probe task assessment, 192 trials were 

presented in four blocks. Each block consisted of smoking-related or neutral pictures only. 

Eight practice trials were offered. Each trial began with a fixation cross presented in the 

centre of the computer screen followed by a picture outlined in red, blue, yellow, or green. 
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Participants were required to indicate the colour of the border as quickly as possible by 

pressing the corresponding colour-labelled keys on the keyboard. The picture remained on 

the screen until a response was given or timed out after 2000 ms. Each block of trials was 

presented in a new random order for each participant. A Stroop bias score for each participant 

was calculated by subtracting median RTs to probes that replaced neutral pictures from 

median RTs to probes that replaced smoking-related pictures. Positive scores indicated a bias 

towards smoking cues. 

2.7 Intervention 

 A modified visual probe task was used to deliver both the attentional retraining and 

placebo training. Both lasted 16 minutes. The placebo training was identical to the 

assessment condition and the active retraining differed only in that the probe appeared behind 

the neutral stimulus on all occasions, thus training attention away from smoking cues. 

Training occurred on five weekly occasions, starting one week prior to quit day.  

2.8 Primary and secondary outcome measures 

 This was a trial to establish proof of concept prior to a phase III trial in which 

smoking abstinence would be the primary outcome. The two primary outcomes were change 

in attentional bias as measured by the visual probe task and intensity of craving at four weeks 

post-quit. Craving severity is positively associated with risk of relapse in smokers attempting 

to quit (Zhou et al., 2009).  

 The secondary outcomes were smoking abstinence, time to first lapse, and change in 

severity of tobacco withdrawal symptoms. Smoking abstinence was assessed using the 

Russell standard (West et al., 2005), which allowed a grace period of two weeks and imputes 

participants who are lost to follow-up as smokers. Time to first lapse was taken from the 

electronic diary, supplemented by retrospective report in the clinic assessment. A lapse was 
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assumed if a person had a CO reading that implied smoking (CO≥10). Change in withdrawal 

was assessed with the MPSS-M.  

2.9 Sample size  

 A previous laboratory study (Attwood et al., 2008) found that a change in attentional 

bias of 26 ms was associated with a change in craving and therefore if our intervention 

changed attentional bias by this amount there was a good prospect that this would lead to an 

observable reduction in craving. Using a repeated measures design, assuming a correlation of 

-0.13 between baseline and follow-up attentional bias measures taken from an unpublished 

trial, would require a sample size of 42 people in each arm to detect this 26 ms effect with a 

5% type I error rate and 80% power.   

 Pharmacotherapy reduces average craving by between 0.5 and 1 point on a 5-point 

Mood and Physical Symptoms Scale (MPSS; Aveyard et al., 2008; West et al., 1999), so a 

similar effect size from attentional retraining would be worth detecting. Allowing for the 

repeated measures design, and assuming a correlation of 0.41 between baseline and follow-up 

craving measures taken from a previous trial (Aveyard et al., 2008), 53 participants in each 

arm would be required to detect this change in craving with 80% power.   

2.10 Analysis 

 The effect of attentional retraining on change in attentional bias in both visual probe 

and Stroop assessments was analysed in a one-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), with 

a between-subjects factor of group (retraining versus placebo) and adjustment for baseline 

attentional bias scores. We then tested whether the effect of retraining was modified by 

whether or not participants achieved abstinence using a multiplicative interaction term. We 

also explored whether the strength of attentional bias exhibited at baseline (low/high) 

modified retraining effects on attentional bias. Bias scores less than zero were classified as 

low attentional bias and zero or above as high bias. The analysis was carried out on all data 
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collected initially and then with imputation for missing RT and questionnaire data but gave 

nearly identical results and is not reported.    

 We modelled change in craving and withdrawal symptoms using mixed-effects 

regression models with an autoregressive variance-covariance structure to account for 

repeated measures. The regression model incorporated a random effect for participants, 

which allowed each participant to have their own baseline level of change in 

craving/withdrawal. The variables were time, time squared and group (retraining/placebo). 

Following standard procedures for the MPSS (West and Hajek, 2004), we adjusted for 

baseline MPSS-M (withdrawal) scores but not baseline MPSS-C (craving) scores. To test the 

effect of treatment on change in craving or withdrawal we included interaction terms between 

the linear and quadratic time trends and group. We then included abstinence status 

(abstainers/non-abstainers) and strength of attentional bias exhibited at baseline (low/high) 

and appropriate interaction terms to explore whether these factors modified retraining effects 

on craving or withdrawal. For withdrawal analyses, we followed recommendations of the 

Society for Research on Nicotine and Tobacco work group (Shiffman et al., 2004) and 

performed analyses initially in abstainers only and then by intention-to treat (ITT).  

 We calculated risk ratios (RRs) and corresponding 95% CIs to examine the impact of 

training on abstinence. Proportional hazards modelling was used for time to first lapse. 

Analyses were performed using Stata 12.0 (StataCorp, 2011, College Station, TX: StataCorp 

LP). 

3. RESULTS 

 Recruitment took place between April, 2011 and October, 2012. Of the 196 

participants screened, 119 were randomised (Figure 2). We excluded data from one 

participant who died shortly after enrolment.  
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 Participants were on average 45 years old, smoked approximately 20 cigarettes a day 

and were moderately dependent with an FTND score of 5.5 (Table 1). There were no group 

differences in baseline characteristics (p>0.07). The median number of clinic visits attended 

by all participants was 9 out of 10 visits, with no difference between groups (p=0.18). The 

median number of training sessions attended was 4.5 out of 5 and was similar across both 

groups (p=0.80). Nicotine patch use did not differ between groups (p=0.84). 

 Of the 118 participants, 73% provided follow-up visual probe data at four weeks post 

quit; 75% at eight weeks; 69% at three months and 64% at six months. Pictorial Stroop task 

data were provided by 75% of participants at four weeks, 72% at eight weeks, 69% at three 

months and 64% at six months. Trials with errors were removed; error rates on each task 

were less than 3%. 

3.1 Attentional bias assessment 

 A one-sample t-test revealed no significant attentional bias towards smoking cues at 

baseline on the visual probe task (t[115]=1.16, p=0.25, mean difference=3.21; Table S1
1
) or 

Stroop task (t[117]=0.87, p=0.39, mean difference=4.87; Table S2
2
). A paired t-test indicated 

that there was no significant change in reaction times towards neutral pictures from pre-

training to post-training in the retraining group (t[43]=0.52, p=0.61, mean difference=10.31). 

There was no effect of retraining on change in attentional bias on either task measure. At four 

weeks post-quit, attentional bias was slightly but not significantly (p=0.11) lower in the 

                                                 
1
 Supplementary material can be found by accessing the online version of this paper at 

http://dx.doi.org and by entering doi:...  
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retraining group by 9 ms (95% CI=-20, 2) on the visual probe task. There was no evidence 

that the effect of retraining was modified by abstinence status (p=0.29; Figure S1
3
) or 

strength of attentional bias (p=0.26; Figure S2
4
) for the multiplicative interaction terms.  

 Stroop data indicated that bias scores at four weeks post-quit were marginally higher 

in the retraining group by 5 ms (95% CI=-15, 26) but not significantly (p=0.62). Retraining 

was not modified by abstinence status, (p=0.64) or strength of attentional bias (p=0.82) for 

the multiplicative interaction terms. There were no retraining effects on change in attentional 

bias at any follow-up session (Table 2). 

3.2 Craving assessment 

 Multi-level modelling analyses revealed that change in craving from quit day to four 

weeks was similar in the retraining group and the placebo group, with no evidence of a 

significant difference (p=0.89). At four weeks post-quit, craving was approximately half a 

point higher in the retraining group than the placebo group (Figure 3a). There was no 

evidence that abstinence status modified the effect of retraining on craving (p=0.84). Craving 

was higher in non-abstainers in the retraining group compared with the placebo group and 

similar in both groups for abstainers (Figure S3
5
). Similarly, there was no evidence that the 
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strength of attentional bias exhibited at baseline modified retraining effects on craving 

(p=0.97; Figure S4
6
). 

3.3 Withdrawal assessment 

 In analyses of abstainers only, no significant difference was found for change in 

withdrawal from quit day to four weeks between the retraining group and placebo group 

(p=0.97; Figure 3b). Re-running the model with all participants included did not change the 

findings (p=0.81). There was no evidence that abstinence status (p=0.74; Figure S5
7
) or 

strength of attentional bias at baseline (p=0.82; Figure S6
8
) modified the effect of retraining 

on withdrawal symptoms. 

3.4 Prolonged abstinence 

 There was no significant difference between groups in the proportion of smokers 

achieving prolonged abstinence at any time point (Table 3). 

3.5  Time to first lapse 

 The median time to lapse was 8 days in the retraining group (95% CI=4, 16) and 7 

days in the control group (95% CI=4, 20). Cox regression analyses revealed no significant 

difference between groups (HR=0.81, p=0.35, 95% CI=0.52, 1.26). 

                                                 
6
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4. DISCUSSION 

 There was no evidence of attentional bias prior to treatment in dependent smokers 

seeking help to stop smoking. Five sessions of attentional retraining starting prior to a quit 

attempt and continuing for the first 4 weeks had no effect on attentional bias, craving, 

withdrawal symptoms, time to first lapse or abstinence compared with placebo training when 

both were offered with standard smoking cessation support. There was no evidence of effect 

seen only in those who managed to remain abstinent or in those who exhibited higher 

attentional bias at baseline. 

 Some, but not all, experimental studies of attentional retraining for smokers have 

shown that they modify attentional bias (Attwood et al., 2008; Field et al., 2009a; McHugh et 

al., 2010). These laboratory studies have used more training trials than we used in a single 

session. Our study offered more training trials in total than in these experiments, albeit spread 

across five weeks and some occurring after the quit date, when many quit attempts had 

already failed and hence participants‟ motivation to attend may have been reduced. It could 

be, therefore, that we need to provide more training sessions prior to quitting, although the 

inconsistency of the laboratory data and failure to observe an effect in those who maintained 

abstinence does not argue strongly for that. Overall, five sessions of retraining did not change 

attention towards neutral cues, indicating that this procedure did not train attention in the 

intended direction.  

 It is important to note that a significant attentional bias towards smoking cues was not 

evident in these dependent smokers at baseline. Most studies have reported attentional bias in 

smokers not motivated to quit (Bradley et al., 2003, 2004) and some in smokers motivated to 

quit (Cane et al., 2009), but not all studies have done so (McHugh et al., 2010). In all these 

studies, some individuals showed attentional bias while others did not. We found no evidence 

of a difference in effect when we split the sample into those who exhibited attentional bias at 
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baseline and those who did not, suggesting that absence of attentional bias may not explain 

the lack of retraining effects observed in this study. However, the study was not powered to 

detect differences in attentional bias and clinical outcomes in this subgroup and it may be that 

the effects of retraining are greater in those with greater pre-treatment bias. Training those 

who do not exhibit attentional bias to focus their attention even more strongly away from 

smoking cues may still be effective. Two retraining studies in people with anxiety disorder 

found response times to social threat stimuli were comparable to neutral stimuli pre-training 

indicating no evidence of attentional bias at baseline (Amir et al., 2008, 2009). However, 

training produced bias away from anxiety-provoking stimuli and reduced anxiety compared 

with controls. We found no evidence that the retraining procedure produced a bias against 

smoking stimuli and no effect on craving. 

 There was also no evidence that retraining on the visual probe task affected responses 

to the Stroop task. Similarly, no other study has demonstrated that the effects of attentional 

retraining generalise to other attentional tasks (Field et al., 2007, 2009a; Schoenmakers et al., 

2007). Correlations between attentional bias tasks are generally poor and may reflect the fact 

that different tasks measure different aspects of attentional processing (Wiers and Stacy, 

2006). As no initial effect of retraining was found on the visual probe task, we can assume 

that the intervention did not change any cognitive biases towards smoking cues. A further 

consideration is that reaction time tasks have poor internal reliability (Ataya et al., 2012) and 

low test-retest reliability (Marks et al., 2014; Schmuckle, 2005; Spiegelhalder et al., 2011). 

Even if the procedure could retrain attention, the unreliability of the visual probe task as a 

measure of attention makes interpreting the outcomes difficult. Direct measures such as eye-

tracking, may be more ecologically reliable indices of attention (Field and Cox, 2008). 

Although the modified visual probe task was not an effective attentional retraining procedure 

in this study, modifying attentional bias measured by other tasks may yield different findings.   
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 Other experimental data on the effects of retraining suggests that increasing 

attentional bias increases craving in smokers (Attwood et al., 2008), but training to reduce 

attentional bias does not reduce it (Attwood et al., 2008; Field et al., 2009a; McHugh et al., 

2010). The results of this study are therefore consistent with other experimental work, but 

also show that attentional retraining administered in a clinic does not reduce craving in 

smokers seeking to quit and with other data suggesting that there is only a weak association 

between attentional bias and craving for cigarettes overall (Field et al., 2009b).  

 This study also demonstrated that this retraining procedure had no effect on the 

clinically relevant outcomes of time to first lapse and abstinence. Previous experimental 

studies have shown no changes in smoking behaviour (Attwood et al., 2008) but, as 

participants had no motivation to quit in these studies, this was hard to interpret. Since the 

time of writing, another study found that three clinic sessions of attentional retraining had no 

effect on craving and smoking behaviour in smokers enrolled in a smoking cessation 

programme (Lopes et al., 2014). This contrasts with a single randomised trial of attentional 

retraining for alcohol dependence, which showed some changes in drinking behaviour 

(Schoenmakers et al., 2010). The neural pathways may differ between dependencies, so 

findings in one addiction may not generalise to others. 

 There are several strengths of the study. Previous experimental studies have used 

volunteers with no interest in quitting smoking and conducted short-term assessments in the 

laboratory. This study is amongst the first to provide a smoking retraining intervention in a 

clinical context. The double blind design and rigorous analysis gives confidence that 

retraining smokers on a modified visual probe task in a clinical setting is not effective and 

that this procedure did not retrain attention. 

 We administered baseline assessments of attentional bias while participants were still 

smoking. Some investigators have reported that attentional bias is more marked when regular 
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smokers have been deprived of nicotine (Field et al., 2004; Freeman et al., 2012), although 

the weight of evidence suggests that there is no difference between satiated and deprived 

smokers (Mogg and Bradley, 2002; Munafo et al., 2003; Wertz et al., 2001).  

 Recent studies suggest the effects of retraining may depend on context. One study 

found that heavy drinkers who performed two sessions of retraining to avoid alcohol-related 

stimuli in their own homes reduced the frequency of drinking compared with controls 

(McGeary et al., 2014). A trial of daily retraining via a personal digital assistant (PDA) over 

one-week reduced attentional bias and craving in a group trained to avoid smoking-related 

stimuli (Kerst and Waters, 2014). The common factor in these studies is that the retraining 

occurred in participants‟ natural environments and theory suggests this is where it may be 

more effective (Christiansen et al., 2014).   

 In conclusion, this clinical trial is amongst the first to examine the efficacy of multiple 

sessions of attentional retraining in smokers attempting cessation. We found that retraining 

on a modified visual probe task in a clinical setting had no effect on attentional bias, craving, 

withdrawal symptoms and relapse in smokers and therefore provides no evidence of clinical 

benefit. As such, these procedures should not be used in clinical practice in their current 

form. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1. Timeline of procedures and clinic visits. V=visit; VP=visual probe task; 

AR=attentional retraining; PT=placebo training; AB=attentional bias; CO=carbon monoxide; 

MPSS=Mood and Physical Symptoms Scale; mg=milligrams; aDashed lines indicate that 

patch regimen ranged from 8-12 weeks  

Figure 2. Flow chart of participants 

Figure 3a. Mood and Physical Symptoms Score-Craving (MPSS-C; 95% CI) for an average 

patient by group from quit day to 4 weeks 

Figure 3b. Mood and Physical Symptoms Score-Mood (MPSS-M; 95% CI) for an average 

patient by group from quit day to 4 weeks 
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Table 1 

Participant baseline characteristics 

  

All  

(n=118) 

Attentional retraining            

(n=60) 

Placebo training 

(n=58) 

 

M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) 

 Age in years mean (SD) 44.8 (12.7) 46.5 (12.7) 43.0 (12.7) 

Gender ratio (M:F) 49:69 26:34 23:35 

Cigarettes smoked per day 20.8 (9.2) 21.8 (9.9) 19.8 (8.5) 

Age started smoking (years) 16.5 (4.4) 16.6 (4.0) 16.4 (4.7) 

FTND
a
 5.5 (2.3) 5.3 (2.4) 5.7 (2.1) 

Visual probe task bias  3.2 (29.8) 1.0 (24.3) 5.5 (34.5) 

Pictorial Stroop task bias 4.9 (70.0) 9.9 (62.9) -0.3 (59.1) 

MPSS-C
b
 5.3 (1.1) 5.4 (1.0) 5.3 (1.2) 

MPSS-M
c
 2.9 (1.2) 3.1 (1.2) 2.7 (1.2) 

aFTND, Fagerstrom Test for Nicotine Dependence, range 0-10 where higher scores indicate higher level of dependence; bMood and Physical Symptoms Scale-Craving 

(combined) mean score for urge strength and intensity, each rated 1-7 where higher values indicate higher level of cigarette craving; cMood and Physical Symptoms Scale-

Mood (combined) mean score for seven withdrawal symptoms, each rated 1-7 where higher values indicate higher level of withdrawal. 

 

Table 2 

Effects of retraining on attentional bias over time  

  B p value 95% CI 

Visual probe task bias RT 

     Baseline -4 0.42 -15, 6 

  4 weeks -9 0.11 -20, 2 

  8 weeks 7 0.12 -3, 18 

  3 months -2 0.78 -13, 10 

  6 months -1 0.81 -14, 11 

Pictorial Stroop task bias RT 

     Baseline 10 0.36 -12, 32 

  4 weeks 5 0.62 -15, 26 

  8 weeks 13 0.30 -12, 37 

Table
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  3 months -11 0.42 -37, 16 

  6 months -6 0.64 -33, 20 

B – Beta regression coefficient; RT - reaction time (milliseconds) 

 

Table 3 

CO-verified abstinence by group 

  

Attentional retraining           

(n=60) 

Placebo training             

(n=58)   

Time after randomisation % (n) % (n) Risk ratio (95% CI) 

4 weeks 50.0 (30) 50.0 (29) 1.00 (0.70, 1.43) 

8 weeks 38.3 (23) 31.0 (18) 1.24 (0.75, 2.04) 

3 months 31.7 (19) 22.4 (13) 1.41 (0.77, 2.59) 

6 months 16.7 (10) 15.5 (9) 1.07 (0.47, 2.45) 
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Phase Baseline Post-quit 

                 

Clinic tasks 
VP, 

Stroop 
     

VP, 
Stroop 

   
VP, 

Stroop 
   

VP, 
Stroop 

VP, 
Stroop 

                  

Clinic 
measures 

AB, 
CO, 

MPSS 

CO, 
MPSS 

CO,     
MPSS 

CO,     
MPSS 

CO,     
MPSS 

CO,     
MPSS 

AB, 
CO, 

MPSS 
   

AB, 
CO, 

MPSS 
   

AB, 
CO, 

MPSS 

AB, CO, 
MPSS 

                 

Field 
assessments 

Hand-held diary         

                      

Training  AR/PT           

                    

Patch regimena   21mg/day 14mg/day           

                 
Clinic visit V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7    V8    V9 V10 
                 
Week -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 24 

Figure1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3a and 3b
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Highlights 

 Multiple sessions of attentional retraining on a modified visual probe task were 

delivered to smokers attempting to quit in stop smoking clinics.  

 Attentional retraining delivered in a clinic on a modified visual probe task had no 

effect on attentional bias. 

 Attentional retraining delivered in a clinic on a modified visual probe task had no 

effect on craving or abstinence outcomes. 

 

*Highlights (for review)
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